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RAINBOW OF LOVE ORPHANAGE

Since COVID-19, the children of the Rainbow of Love Orphanage,
except Abimelech, are studying online. Adjustment is quite tricky
due to the internet quota's difficulty and the availability of devices for
children to learn online. With HOPE worldwide Australia support, we
can buy two tablets and a wifi router for the children to attend
lessons.
The good news is that all four school children are graduating. Two
children pass and move up to Grade 7 and have been accepted,
and the registration fee has been paid too.
Thank you again for all the support, so that the children can still
get the best education for their future. God bless.
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ROBERT FINDS HOPE AND LOVE
June 3, 2020, is a historic day for
the Pelangi Kasih Orphanage and
Robert, a boy aged one year 11
months.
Rico and Ria, a couple who leads
the church in Bekasi, West Java,
officially adopted Robert,
Rico and Ria have been married for
11 years and yearn to have a baby.
God is a God who answers prayers
and gives the desires of the heart of
someone He loves. Now this family
has been perfected in love, parent,
and child.
Congratulations, Robert; we wish
you happy and healthy growth
with your new family.
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COMPUTER TRAINING

Amid adversities
Computer Training Center students struggle with their learning due
to COVID-19. Almost all of the students use cellphones; this does
not reduce their enthusiasm for completing learning materials.
After the lockdown in May, offline learning began by following the
government protocols; students used masks, washed their hands
before and after activities, keep the distance. The classroom
capacity was adapted to the number of students. The evening
class study online/virtual, but those who do not have a device
allowed to come and learn from the Center according to the
provided schedule.
Currently, the students come to the Center to learn to do their
assignments every day. There are 555 student participants for
Computer Training up to October 2020.
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FINDING HOPE AND CHANGES LIVES

Before I studied at HOPE Computer Training Center, I didn't
understand the computer at all. I felt that learning computer seems
complicated; besides, I didn't have a computer or laptop. I started
wanting to explore computer skills because I often applied for a job
and frequently asked if I have computer skills or not?
I am grateful to have the opportunity to learn about computer skills
at the HOPE Computer Training Center. I got a lot of knowledge,
starting with ten-finger typing skills, Microsoft office to a basic
introduction to the internet. I also learned to be more disciplined in
time and study intentionally.
In November 2019, I completed the material & graduated,
immediately applied for work, and was grateful that I was accepted.
With the computer skills that I got, I was able to get a job that
makes me able to support my family financially while I was working.
Currently, Fitri is the backbone of the family, supporting her
mother and sister.
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